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Aristotle on place

A simple argument in favour of places

. Some things are such that if they exist, they are somewhere. For example: Socrates.

. Socrates is.

. Socrates is somewhere.

. Socrates is in some place.

. There is some place where Socrates is.

. There is some place.

Problems

Place is where some thing, e.g. Socrates, is. Where something is changes if the thing grows; where some-
thing is also changes if the thing moves.

Place is where something is, so its identity depends on and is determined by that thing; but it is separable
from the thing to the extent that it can be occupied by some other thing (i.e. some other thing can be in
the same place where this thing was earlier).

Solutions

In Physics IV. , Aristotle distinguishes eight ways in which one thing may (be said to) be in another:

. Parthood: the finger is in the hand.

. Dependence: the whole does not exist apart from the parts and is in this sense in the parts.

. Inclusion: man is in animal, the species in the genus.

. Definition: animal is in man, the genus in the species, the part of the form in the definition.

. Predication: health is in hot and cold things (that are healthy), the form in the matter.

. Control / efficient causation: the affairs of Greece are in (the power of) the Persian king.

. Telos: things are [fully realised] in their good.

. Location: things are in a place.

Though this is not said very clearly, it seems safe to assume that for Aristotle, ‘sense’ ( ) is the central one.
This privileging affords us a way to explicate in what sense Aristotle gives a place-theory of location, rather
than a space-theory as is more customary nowadays. A space-theory starts with a notion of space, taken
primitively or ‘from physics’ and takes regions to be parts of space. Regions are parts of space in the sense
of being included in it, in the following set-theoretical sense not listed by Aristotle (though it has some
similarities to ( )): space consisting of points, a region R1 is part of another region or the whole of space
R2 if every point that belongs to R1 also belongs to R2. But what does it mean for a point to ‘belong’ to a
region, in what sense does space ‘consist’ of points? It is here that the ‘taken from physics’ aspect becomes



important. In physics, a space is always a set of points, that is, space (where material things are) and spaces
of all kinds (phase spaces, regions etc.) are modelled as sets of points. It is this mathematical notion of space
that allows space-theories to be non-chalant with respect to its primitive and not to have to explain what
subregion-hood is. The relation of set-membership, however, is not of the ( )-type of parthood; indeed, it
is not a type of parthood at all and is deeply mysterious (cf Lewis ).

Aristotle takes a very different approach: ‘where’ is one of the categories, i.e. one of the most fundamental
ways for things to be, and it is, like all the other non-substance categories, posterior to the category of
substance: it is always things that are somewhere and to be located here or there is for them a way to be.
This cross-categorical ‘relation’ of occupation between substances (bodies) and places is primitive, and it
is to be distinguished from the relation of parthood between bodies and the relation of inclusion between
regions. This is why we cannot simply assume that it shares the (uncontroversial) mathematical features of
these other two relations, which is why Aristotle next proceeds to examine its irreflexivity.

Aristotle thus proceeds the discuss the question whether anything can be in itself (i.e.: whether the x in
y relation is anti-reflexive), noting that only ‘indirect’ uses allow for this (where x is indirectly in y iff x is
directly in z and z is in y or an aspect of y): the wine is directly in the jar, the jar is a part or an aspect of the
jar-filled-with-wine, so the jar-filled-with-wine is in itself with respect to the wine, which is an aspect of it.

In sum, we have the following desiderata for an account of places: they must be exact locations for things,
but not bodies nor parts of bodies, they should have the same extension than the things they are occupied
by, but not in the same way, they must be intrinsically dimensional and be capable of being occupied in
different ways with respect to their dimensionality.

We will see later that contemporary accounts of places as regions (i.e. chunks) of space (or space-time) do
not satisfy these desiderata. But first we have to see that Aristotle’s account does.

Places as what is changed in motion

The two subsequent chapters, IV. and IV. present and defend Aristotle’s account of place as the outer
limit of the occupying body. Let us take some x which is ‘in’ y. If x is not divided from y, then x is a part of y
in the sense ( ) above and does not, within y, have a place at all. If x is divided from y, there is a separation
between x and y: in the case of three-dimensional bodies, this is a two-dimensional surface. This surface,
let us call it “z”, bounds x in the sense of being its boundary and also shapes y in the sense of carving out a
hole in it: because it bounds x, it is not a part of it; because it shapes y (carving out, within in, an x-shaped
hole), it has the same extension as x. This surface z, according to Aristotle, is the place: it is occupied by x
in the sense of being its boundary.

We can picture the situation by considering a fish in an aquarium:
. If we are to allow for so-called ‘gunky’ space (where some regions are such that every subregion of them has proper subregions,

i.e. where in parts of it there are ‘regions all the way down’ and in this sense there are no points), we model spaces within non-well-
founded set-theory (cf. e.g. Aczel ) that lacks a foundation axiom.

. This hole, let us call it “h”, is different from both z and x: h is not the same as z because h is three-dimensional and z is
two-dimensional; h is not the same as x because h is individuated with respect to y (it is a hole of y), and x is not.



The fish carves a hole into the water that fills the aquarium: this hole has exactly the same shape as the
fish and has the same location as the fish relative to the aquarium. We can picture it by removing the fish,
and considering the hole that this removal leaves behind:

This hole, as we have seen, is not the place of the fish: it is a chunk of air that is in the same place in which
the fish was before. The place that the fish occupied in the first situation is now occupied by some bubble
of air; but the same place is present in both situations, and also in the following one, where the water has
been replaced by some different liquid, e.g. oil:

In all three situations, we have the same place, marking first a boundary between a fish and water, then
between air and water and finally between air and oil. The place consists of neither of these; it is not
a material part of the aquarium, the air, the water, the oil or the fish at all. It is ‘abstract’ in the sense
of surviving unchanged the replacement of everything material, but is ‘concrete’ in the sense of having a
precise location in time and space.

If the fish now moves for an interval [t1, t2], it moves through different holes: the hole it fills at t1 is different
from the hole it fills at t2. It is in this sense that it changes places: the place it occupies at t1 is different from
the place it occupies at t2. We have to distinguish this situation from the one where we move the entire
aquarium and the fish within it does not move with respect to it. In this case, Aristotle could (but does
not) say, the fish keeps its place with respect to the aquarium, or rather retains the same place-within-the-
acquarium. He also tells us, however, to look beyond the aquarium in this case, to consider the space
within which the aquarium moves: the room, let us assume. The fish carves out a hole not just within the



aquarium, but within the room as well. At any time, this hole has exactly the same boundary as the hole
in the aquarium. This boundary, as we have seen, is the place of the fish, and so we should say, as seems
right, that the fish does move when the aquarium is moved, because it changes its place over time.

Inner and outer boundaries

Aristotle makes a further conceptual distinction: even if the boundary of the fish is (the very same thing as)
the boundary of the water that surrounds it, they differ in account: when the fish moves and while moving
does not change its shape, there is a sense in which its boundary remains the same (for a change in its
boundary would be an increase or a decrease of the fish), though the boundaries of the holes successively
carved out by the moving fish within the water change – not with respect to their form, we assume, but at
least with respect to their locations within the water. What it is to be the place of the fish, Aristotle says, is
what it is to be the boundary of the water (and not what it is to be the boundary of the fish) – this is why
the place changes when and because the fish moves.

We may also note that Aristotle’s account of motion is much more ‘relativist’ (or at least can be interpreted
in a much more ‘relativist’-friendly way) than is ordinarily assumed. To be able to say that the fish moves
when we move the aquarium, we need to make reference to the room; to be able to say that it moves even
when the aquarium rests on the table, we make reference to the space around the earth within which it
revolves around its axis: but this is alright, because we want to say that the fish moves, in this sense, because
the room in which it is moves. To say that it moves in yet another way, revolving around the sun, we make
reference to the solar system: it moves around the earth because the earth, where it is located, does. Will
there be something absolutely stationary? Yes, there will be: the whole universe, everything there is, cannot
move – not because it is metaphysically necessary for it to be at rest, but because it has no place at all: there
is, by its very definition, nothing outside of it and so there is no boundary of anything outside, anything
‘surrounding’. Because the universe does not have a place at all, there is no answer to the question where
it is, and so it is unlocated even if it is of finite extent and thus has an inner boundary itself.

Advantages of primitivism

Aristotle’s theory of place is primitivist: ‘where’ is one of the categories, i.e. one of the most fundamental
ways for things to be, and it is, like all the other non-substance categories, posterior to the category of
substance: it is always things that are somewhere and to be located here or there is for them a way to be.
This cross-categorical ‘relation’ of occupation between substances (bodies) and places is primitive, and it
is to be distinguished from the relation of parthood between bodies and the relation of inclusion between
regions.

Because places are boundaries of holes, not of bodies, they are only extrinsically individuated by the bodies
that occupy them, i.e. carve them out of some surrounding body.

Places are not extended in the same way as the bodies occupying them are. Bodies are extended in three
dimensions by filling, to some degree, each of these three spatial dimensions. Places, by constrast, are
extended derivatively, in virtue of the surrounding medium having a certain shape.

Aristotle sharply distinguishes the occupation relation (sense ( ) above) from material parthood (sense ( )
above) and limits the applicability of the latter to material things. If x is part of y and sufficiently divided
from it (as e.g. my right thumb is from my right hand), we may say that the place of x is a part of the place

. Perhaps we feel inclined to say that it is the very same hole. Such a ‘coarse-grained’ individuation of holes has the advantage of
avoiding the exact colocation of an indeterminate number of holes; it has the disadvantage, however, of not account for the essential
extrinsicality of holes, that they essentially are holes in the things that bound them.

. I am not claiming, that motion is change of place, as the at-at theory does, but only that change of place is a necessary condition
for motion.



of y, but this will be only derivatively so: the place of x is part of the place of y because they are occupied
by x and y respectively and x is part of y.

Aristotle’s distinction between the boundary of the surrounded body and the boundary of the surrounding
body – which are one and the same in number and in reality, but different in account – allows for a plausible
account of that weird thing which is the universe, the totality of everything there is, or of, at least, all the
material things there are. The universe is bounded and has a shape, so needs to have a boundary. It is not,
however, surrounded by anything so there is no boundary of the hole it carves out – it is even incoherent
to assume that it carves out any hole at all, because there is nothing in which it could carve out such a hole.
It is natural, it seems to me, to take such a ‘one-sided’ boundary to be topologically open: it is a boundary
only ‘from within’, as it were, and not ‘from outside’. If the universe is topologically open, it may both
be indefinitely extended and finite; there is no question what else is beyond it because there are, for any
one of the place it contains, other places further out. Its limits are unreachable, but still of finite extent, so
it is infinite only in the sense in which Aristotle accepts infinite, as ‘potentially’ infinite, not as an infinite
substance.

Leibniz’s notion of the continuum

. Aristotle on lines and points

To understand the vast difference between the approach Leibniz takes to problems of continuity (and the
importance he attaches to the phenomenon) and the almost perfunctiory approach of modern mathemat-
ics, where the successor notions of density and the continuity of functions are well-defined and entirely
non-mysterious, we have to take a look at Aristotle. The crucial Aristotelian premiss, which Leibniz takes
on board unquestioned, is that the line is not composed of ‘its’ points.

In Aristotle, ‘its’ points are the points the line contains as potential, not actual parts, i.e. points that are
‘generable’ from the line through intersections e.g. with other lines.

. Leibnizian continua

The Aristotelian premiss – that the line is not composed of ‘its’ points – discussed above is generalised
by Leibniz to the general principle that the whole is prior to its parts and thus becomes problematic,
in particular with respect to the relation between appearances – bodies, extension, continuous physical
qualities such as mass, temperature and the like – and the fundamental level, consisting of monads, point-
like, unextended, discrete substances. One difference between the special and the general case concerns
the mode of being of the parts, or rather the way in which they are parts:

Discrimen est inter relationem lineae ad puncta, et corporis ad
substantias. Nam in lineis intelligibilibus nulla est divisio deter-
minata, send possibilies indefinitae, in rebus vero actuales divi-
siones sunt factae, et instituta resolutio materiae in formas. Quod
puncta sunt in resolutione imaginaria, id animae in vera. Linea
non est aggregatum punctorum, quia in linea non sunt partes in
actu. Sed materia est aggregatum Substantiarum, qui in materia
sunt partes actu. (A VI , N. / , p. )

Il y a une différence entre la relation de la ligne avec les points, et
du corps avec les substances. En effet, dans les lignes intelligibles,
il n’y a aucune division déterminée, mais des possibles indéfinis;
dans les choses, en revance, des divisions en acte sont faites, et
une résoluiton de la matière est instituée. Ce que les points sont
dans une résolution imaginaire, les âmes le sont dans une réso-
lution vraie. La ligne n’est pas un agrégat de points, parce que
dans la ligne il n’y a pas de parties en acte. Mais la matière est un
agrégat de substances, parce que dans la matière il y a des parties
en acte. (Schulthess : )

. A metric space, as a set of point, is dense iff there is another point ‘between’ any two arbitrarily ‘close’ points (where “between”
and “close” are understood in the sense of the metric in question).

. A function between two metric spaces is continuous iff it maps arbitrary close arguments onto arbitrary close values.



Important analogies are conserved, however: in the same way the point ‘generates’ the line in Aristotle
(and the ‘now’ ‘generates’ time), position – which is, contrary to extension, a real attribute of substances
(being the spatio-temporal location of the perspective which is the substance) – ‘generates’ extension:

Substantia nempe simplex, etsi non habeat extensionem, habet
tamen positionem, quae est fundamentum extensionis, cum ex-
tensio sit positionis repetitio simultanea continua, ut lineam fluxu
puncti fieri dicimus, quoniam in hoc puncti vestigio diversae po-
sitiones conjunguntur. (letter to Des Bosses, July , , GP II,
p. )

La substance simple en effet, même si elle n’a pas d’étendue, pos-
sède cependant une position, qui est le fondement de l’étendue;
car l’étendue est la répétition simultanée continue de la position,
comme nous disons que la ligne se fait par le flux du point, parce
que dans ce point diverses positions se conjuguent par un vestige.
(Schulthess : )

But what is this “fluxus puncti”, the “flow” of the point that generates the line? The later Leibniz theoretises
this under the label “diffusion” (diffusion, diffusio), a term of central importance to his metaphysics (cf., in
particular, Schulthess : – ). It is the difffusion of an accident F within a substance a that makes
a homogeneously F :

Sed vel hinc apparet semper supponi aliquid quod continuatur
vel diffunditur, quale est in lacte albedo, in auro color, ductilitas,
pondus, in materia resistentia. (letter to de Volder, April , ,
GP II p. )

Ici il apparaît qu’on suppose toujours quelque chose qui est con-
tinue et qui est diffusé, qui est dans le lait la blancheur, dans l’or
la couleur, la deductibilité, le poids, dans la matière la résistance.
(Schulthess : )

We thus have a two-step process: (i) the passive force, resistance, by repetition, ‘creates’ the body within a
certain place: it confines the body to a region, as it were, where its existence excludes the localisation of
any other body; (ii) the place of the body thereby created produces in turn, by being successively repeated,
the extension of the body (and, ultimately, space as the extension of all possible bodies):

Nam in extensio requiritur, ut sit totum continuum, in quo plura
simul existant. Et ut amplius dicam, ad extensionem quippe cu-
jus relativa est notio, requiritur aliquid, quod extenditur seu con-
tinuatur, ut in lacte albedo, in corpore id ipsum quod ejus es-
sentiam facit: hujus (qualecunque sit) repetito extensio est. […]
[N]ec meo judicio ipsa mobilitas aut antitupia, ex sola extensione
intelligi potest, sed ex subjecto extensionis, a quo non constitu-
atur tantum locus, sed et impleatur. (GP IV, - , trad. P.
Schrecker, p. )

La notion d’étendue implique la notion d’un tout continu, dans
lequel il y a une pluralité de choses simultanément existantes. En
outre, l’étendue, qui est une notion relative, exige quelque chose
qui s’étend ou qui se continue, comme dans le lait la blancheur, et
dans le corps celamême qui en constitute l’essence: c’est la répéti-
tion de cette chose, quelle qu’elle soit, qui est l’étendue. […] [I]l
faut un sujet qui s’étende, dont le rôle ne soit pas seulement de
constituer le lieu, mais de le remplir. (Schulthess : )

The two steps distinguished above are here combined into one: an extension is always an extension of
something, i.e. a body; this body not only ‘anchors’ it in reality, however, in the sense of being that on
which it existentially depends: it also produces it, by filling, not just occupying its place. Extension is thus
properly predicated not of the place, but of the passive force of body that produces it (“extensio resistentiae
quae per materiam diffunditur”, GP IV, p. ). The intermediate role of place, however, ensures that
the relation between extension and body is exemplification (i.e. the relation between a substance and its
accidents), not identity (or ‘modal’ identity, as in Descartes):

La Question, si elle [the simple substance] est quelque part ou nulle part, est de nom: car
sa nature ne consiste pas dans l’étendue, mais elle se rapporte à l’étendue qu’elle represente;
ainsi on doit placer l’ame dans le corps, ou est son point de veue suivant lequel elle se repre-
sente l’univers presentement. Vouloir quelque chose de plus et renfermer les ames dans les
dimensions, c’est vouloir imaginer les ames comme des corps. (letter to Lady Masham, June
, , GP III, p. )



It is only in this perspectival sense that monads are located in space at all. It is by being diffused that
a monad has a body at all, i.e. is the monad of a body. In virtue of this diffusion, the body has a place,
i.e. fills it and prevents any other body from occupying it. The monad thus has a place, a spatio-temporal
localisation, only through the body it is the monad of, the well-founded phenomenon it grounds:

Monades enim per se ne situm quidem inter se habent, nempe
realem, qui ultra phaenomenorum ordinem porrigatur. (letter to
Des Bosses, May , , GP II p. )

Les monades n’ont en effet pas par elles-mêmes quelque situa-
tion, c’est-à-dire une situation réelle, qui aille au-delà de l’ordre
des phénomènes. (Schulthess : )

This is then generalised to all spatial properties: all of them apply to monads only derivatively, with respect
to places they have, i.e. to how they appear in space:

Il ne faut pas concevoir […] que les Monades comme des points dans un espace reel, se
remuent, se poussent ou se touchent; il suffit que les phenomenes le font aussi paroître, et
cette apparence a de la verité en tant que ces phénomenes sont fondés, c’est-à-dire consentans.
(letter for Remond, July , GP III, p. )

That bodies are ‘produced’ by monads in the same way in which lines are ‘produced’ by points is com-
patible with other differences between geometrical and physical bodies. To be continuous, for example,
is something different in the two cases: only the “continuum mathematicum”, for example, is continuous in
the strict sense, i.e. such that the whole is always prior to its parts; the “continuum physicum”, by contrast, is
continuous only in a lesser sense, by filling space ‘densely’ in our contemporary sense, i.e. such that there
between two bits of matter, there is always some other matter (cf. letter to Des Bosses, January , , GP
II, p. ).

Leibniz and Newton
(Khamara : et seq.) summarises the Newtonian theory as follows:

A Autonomy Space and time are absolute, i.e. they “enjoy[…] an autonomous existence as […] in-
dividual[s], as against something whose existence is parasitic upon the existence of an individual”
(Khamara : ). This is taken to imply (or at least motivate) a conception of space and time as
ontologically independent of bodies and events: they can be empty.

A Gunk Space and time are gunky, i.e. infinitely divisible with no smallest parts.
A Essentiality Regions and intervals have their locational properties essentially: spaces are immovable,

times are immutable.
Priority Spatial / temporal relations hold primarily between regions / intervals. Material bodies and

events stand in such relations in virtue of being located at regions or intervals that stand in them.
A Unboundeness Both space and time are actual infinites: they extend without boundary in all direc-

tions.
A Absolute/relative Relative motion and rest is posterior to absolute motion and rest; the first are

defined with respect to relative space and relative time, which are within absolute space and absolute
time.

A Acausality Space and time are causally neutral, i.e. do not enter into causal relations.
A Detectability Absolute motion, defined in terms of absolute space and absolute time, is empirically

detectable, e.g. in the bucket experiment.
A Finitude The world (the material universe) is finite in spatial and temporal extent.

. Khamara ( : ) claims that this follows from essentiality and does not list it as an independent feature.
. Cf.: “…true rest is the continuance of a body in the same part of that unmoving space in which the ship itself, along with its

interior and all its contents, is moving.” Newton, Scholium to Definition VIII, Section IV; new translation ( ), p. .



A Grounds Space and time are “precondition[s] of being”.
A God both causes space and time and fills them entirely: He is omnipresent (exists in all space) and

sempiternal (exists in all time)

Abstracting from two main tenets of Leibniz’s philosophy – that bodies are mere well-founded phenomena
and that there are no relations –, Leibniz’s rival relative view can be characterised as follows (Khamara

: et seq.):

R Relativity Time and space are relative beings, “in that their existence is parasitic upon the existence
of things which we ordinarily regard as their occupants” (Khamara : ). This is taken to imply
(or at least motivate) their ontological dependence on bodies and events respectively.

R Irreducibility Spatial and temporal relations hold primarily between simultaneously or successively
existingmaterial bodies: space is “an order of coexistences”, time is “an order of successions” (L.iii. ).

R Place A place is an equivalence class with respect to “x is in the same place as y”; space is a collection
of places.

R True/mere The same change of relative situation is true motion of the body that causes it, but a mere
change of situation for the body that does not cause it.

R Gunk and unboundedness Matter is gunky and the material universe is infinite in extent; time has
a beginning, but not necessarily an end.

R No vacuum “Empty (regions of) space” and “empty (lapses of) time” are contradictions in terms.
R Contingency Because material things and events/processes are contingent, space and time are con-

tingent beings as well.
R God is non-spatial and non-temporal; God would exist even if there were no space and no time.
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